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Island 6 Shack

Island 6 shack

Island

6 Shack

Thomas

Guests at Island 6 Shack

Overseas: A term that marks the fi rst exhibiti-
on at Island 6 Shack under the hand of a  
guest curator the same way as it is a symbol 
for the constellation of the selected artists. 

For me coming from a very diff erent culture 
it was a special need to fi nd a mix of various 
artists to present, artists from familiar, so far 
unknown and own cultural backrounds. Above 
all my intention was to create a place for con-
versation about art - to discuss arts and to give 
them contextes in crossing borders. 
In my opinion innovations and contemporary 
refl ections just develope because of a totality 
dealing with the world around us. Belonging 
to this a single individual should get gua-
ranteed its own free frame as big as possible. 
I focus on all kinds of art, which should be 

Foreword
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presented in a very uncommercial and indi-
pendent way so that Island 6 Shack becomes 
more an atmosphere of a museum. According 
to this I have to thank Th omas Charveriat 
(Island 6) and Yang Longhai, for supporting 
me in a similar ideal and free minded way and 
for giving the possibility to work as a guest 
curator in Shanghai.

Th is fi rst exhibition shall give an impression of 
what the following presentations will look like 
and also demonstrate the open doors for new 
works of diff erent genres. It‘s a real pleasure to 
me to present works of Freitag and Th omp-
son in connection to chinese art of Jun to a 
completely new audience. I‘m really anxious 
to see how atmosphere transforms because of 
arranged artworks and the new vicinity with 
its people. As I mentioned you get intro-
duced to artists with diff erent cultural  
backrounds and I‘m convinced you can fi nd it 
in their works - of course not in general but 
in kind of extracts - otherwise it‘s up to you to 

Charveriat (Island 6)

Freitag Thompson Jun

DAAD Bauhaus-Uni-

versity Weimar 
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discuss. For example I‘m considering the par-
tial clearly painting of a German, the rough 
intallation of an American and the special 
way of own craft belonging photography of a 
Chinese. But all of them are connected by a 
truthly deeb mind. 

At this point I want to thank the involved 
artist for their confi dence, further the DAAD, 
the Bauhaus-University Weimar and the 
Tongji-University Shanghai. 

I‘m looking forward to surrendering reactions 
and conversations.

Konstantin Bayer.
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Caucasso
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Lee Jun was born in 1970s Shanghai and 
raised during the Cultural Revolution. 
When he was fi ve he moved with his family 
to Guizhou where he fi rst became interested 
in Art. In 1992 Lee ended a lifelong curiosity 
by using the money he made while working 
as an animator to purchased a Hai Ou- an 
old Chinese-model SLR. Soon afterwards he 
was spending all of his free time developing 
his own photographs in the dark room of 
Shenzhen Photography Magazine. After a 
period of intense experimentation Lee became 
dissatisfi ed with the limitations of traditio-
nal photography. Addressing what he saw as 
fundamental fl aw in camera design Lee chose 
to break photographic conventions and began 
to see the world using two „eyes“. Armed with 
two cameras, two enlargers, and utilizing fi lm 
developing techniques that required twice as 
many chemicals Lee created his own unique 

Caucasso Lee Jun 
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approach to photography. 

Th roughout his decade long career Lee 
insisted upon using black and white fi lm and 
his singular photographic approach to forge 
a truly unique style. Regardless of what kind 
of improbable situation he found himself in 
or how rapidly the scene around him be-
gan to change, regardless of weather he was 
shooting objects in motion or a still life, he 
became convinced that the „life“ behind any 
action never becomes truly realized until it is 
captured on fi lm. Lee likes to shoot in public 
places because he believes beautiful moments 
to be rooted in the real world. It is there that 
his impulses take over and where moments, 
instant by instant rush before his eyes. 
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May 19th / 2008

Photograffi  ty, 40x57cm
40x57

2008
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Wuchang Lu / 2008

Photograffi  ty, 40x57cm
40x57

2008
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Shanghai, two Ladies / 2008

Photograffi  ty, 40x57cm
40x57

2008
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Undergroundway / 2008

Photograffi  ty, 40x57cm
40x57

2008
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Enrico Freitag

 

Enrico Freitag

Enrico Freitag Arnstadt

2002 Weimar Bau-

haus

Eigenheim (Weimar)

Enrico Freitag

Th e artworks of Enrico Freitag come along 
with a colored intensity and emotional 
vastness. His artistic motifs, often have been 
chosen very sensitive and exactly, fi nd their 
origin in photographical studies as a fi rst step 
in his working process. Th ese, let‘s say, 
documental elements become stereotyped 
characters in his artistic landscapes by stenci-
led abstraction and pictorial details.

Enrico Freitag was born in 1981 in 
Arnstadt, Germany, and studies Fine Art at 
the Bauhaus-University Weimar since 2002. 
During this time the artworks of this very 
energetic painter get presented at multitude 
of exhibitions, particularly in connection with 
gallery Eigenheim in Weimar.

In the last few years he approximates his 
artistic theme in a very sensitive and consi-
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stent way working with small sized canvas. 
Always focusing on human being, the subject. 
He conceives situational moments of single 
individuals emotionally and amplifi es them 
fi ctitiously in his paintings. Th ereby arises a 
harmonious pictorial composition, in that the 
pictured person is presented as an inseparable 
part to the rest of the painting. Freitag deals 
with coloration and square footage in a 
realistic style but atmospherically directed. 
Lots of color layers give profoundness to 
the paintings and you recognize his focused 
approach to individual personalities and 
characters.

Overseas presents current artworks of small 
sized canvas, which additional supports the 
closeness of the drawn scene. Th e reality 
except this situation seems to be unimpor-
tant or better said supposed reality gets no 
chance for distraction. Th e size actually forces 
us to face his works very closely and put the 
individual beholder to inconvenience almost 

Overseas
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automatically that he realizes what is 
essentially presented in front of him.

We fi nd moments of being confronted with 
ourselves and moments we didn‘t realize 
consciously as moments before.
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Eine leise Konversation laut geführt  / 2008
A quit Conversation loudly holded / 2008

Oil and lacquer on canvas, 24x30cm
24X30

2008
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Sein Gedanke formt die Wirklichkeit  / 2008
His mind shapes reality / 2008

Oil and lacquer on canvas, 24x30cm
24X30

2008
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Und sie dachte sie hätte alles gesehen  / 2008
She didn‘t know there is something left / 2008

Oil and lacquer on canvas, 24x30cm

2008

24X30
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Hinter ihr geht die Sonne auf  / 2008
Th e sun rises behind her / 2008 

Oil, lacquer, textile on canvas, 24x30cm
24X30

2008
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Sie mag es wenn es Sonntags regnet  / 2008
She likes rainy sundays / 2008

Oil and lacquer on canvas, 24x30cm
24X30

2008
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Der tiefe Gedanke  / 2008
Th e deep Th ought / 2008

Oil and lacquer on canvas, 24x30cm
24X30
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Daniel Th ompson

Daniel Caleb Thompson 32

Thompson ì Nar-

zisseì ì Elektrobetenì

Narzisse

Elektrobeten

YouTube

Low Tech

In his sculptural works, artist Daniel Caleb 
Th ompson (32) combines everyday objects to 
make non-digital lowtech objects that force 
interactive situations, which often seem on the 
surface to promise more than they are capable 
of delivering - leaving the observer somehow 
emptier than before. Upon closer inspection, the 
objects are able to speak volumes about our mo-
dern culture. Two of his newer works „Narzisse“ 
and „Elektrobeten“ are on display. Narzisse, a 
simple sculpture that wires a microphone into 
the speaker - almost begging for feedback - is 
in fact a delicately tuned instrument that reacts 
to the very approach and interaction. Like an 
acoustic mirror, its strength or weakness is based 
upon the person looking into it. Elektrobeten, 
a two-piece installation combines objects from 
religion and electricity - begging the question 
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of usefulness in a modern world more con-
cerned about microblogging and the newest 
youtube rage. Behind the scenes of this work is 
a very subtle comment about the coming of the 
singularity - that moment when electronic based 
artifi cial intelligence merges with human intelli-
gence. Who will worship whom and why?

Daniel Caleb Th ompson is an artist with 
diff erent faces. He was born 1976 Waukesha, 
Wisconsin, USA, studied Film and Drawing at 
University Wisconsin Milwaukee in 1994, and 
fi nished his BFA in 2000 at Cardinal Stritch 
University. As an always interested and curious 
character he moved to Weimar, Germany, to stu-
dy Fine Arts at Bauhaus-University. Since that 
time he became deeply involved in the cultural 
and artistic structures of the city, that gave him 
possibilities for art in public space, including 
performances, and developing himself to a very 
authentic painter and installation artist the 
same time. His installation art often respondi-

Daniel Caleb Thompson 

1976

Waukesha Wisconsin 1994

Wisconsin Milwaukee

Cardinal Stritch

Weimar

Bauhaus

Daniel Caleb Thompson 

Lowtech Black
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ng subtly and naiv to contemporary questions. 
Technological development in its potential 
and ubiquity is always an important part of his 
own artistic discourse. Because of his versatility 
developed technical skills he is able to deal with 
unexpected objects, trivial subjects, or disparate 
materials to make artistic statements that could 
be clearly identifi ed as art made by Daniel Caleb 
Th ompson. Th e artworks shown at the exhibition 
Overseas form a part of the series Lowtech In-
stallations and were presented for the fi rst time 
at the exhibition Black Holes and other Myths, 
may 6th - may 16th 2008, at gallery Eigenheim 
in Weimar.

 

Holes 2008 5 6

16 Weimar Eigenheim
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Narzisse / 2008
Daff odil / 2008

Microphone, speaker, amp, ventilator, plastic box

2008
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Elektrobeten  / 2008
Electropraying / 2008

Cross of wood, distribution sockets, candels, power cable

2008
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